AgnosticAANYC.org Report for 2013 from Deirdre S. Website Weaver
Right now in any given week there are “no prayer” meetings attended by agnostics, atheists,
freethinkers, humanists and others in 27 states and the District of Columbia and four countries. As for
on-line meetings, there is a live meeting online listed on our website (it’s Sundays at 22:00 hours
Greenwich Mean Time) as well as a google group that is setup as a weekly meeting with 293 members
(search for AA atheists and agnostics). There is also a discussion google group with 341 members (search
AA atheists to join.) There is also a website with much information and a big following called
www.AAAgnostica.org
Coming up in November 6-8, 2014 there is a We Agnostics and Freethinkers International AA Convention
in Santa Monica. Details can be found at www.waftiaac.org .
Our little website agnosticAANYC.org lists a total of 117 meetings nationally, plus the 13 New York City
meetings, plus nine in Canada, six in England, three in France, and one in Japan. All totaled at the
beginning of 2014 that makes 149 face-to-face meetings and two e-meetings.
Right now in New York City we have 12 meetings every week and one step meeting per month. We have
meetings in four of the five boroughs (come on Queens).
At the beginning of 2010 there were meetings in 23 states, plus DC, for a total of 85 meetings in US and
4 outside the US in three countries.
At the beginning of 2012 there were meetings in 23 states, plus DC, for a total of 90 meetings in the US
and 9 meetings outside the US in three countries.
There continues to be problems in Canada with local intergroups removing “no prayer” meetings from
there meeting lists. For more information people can visit the website www.AAAgnostica.org
As many people know there was an article in the NY Times about “no prayer” meetings. It can be found
here: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/22/us/alcoholics-anonymous-without-the-religion.html
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